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This extensive research is in two parts; a qualitative assessment of the state of the UK commercial 

vehicle industry, which analyses the current and projected vehicle parc and the health of the road 

transport industry which dictates sales levels; and part two, quantitative research into the buying 

patterns and attitudes of 500 UK road transport operators. This paper includes analysis of sales 

trends by weight, axle configuration, and body type; analysis of the existing commercial vehicle parc 

and trends which may change that profile; and the number of trailers operational in the UK. We 

examine why the licensed CV parc is shrinking; why the average vehicle age is growing; why the 

second hand market is suffering a lack of stock and unrealistic price expectations. We examine the 

power dynamic within the sector, with half of the O-licences in the hands of micro businesses and 

3% of the largest operators running 44% of the UK fleet. We examine the prospects for recovery in 

retail, manufacturing, construction and agricultural logistics. 

Our quantative research examines the vehicle parc and buying patterns for 500 UK road transport 

operators across three fleet sizes; 5-25;26-50 and 51+. We uncover the preferred sourcing methods 

for vehicles; why vehicle ownership still dominates the market, and why lease extensions are at an 

end. Half the existing vehicle parc is now Euro 5 but 40% of the market says it will not be influenced 

by Euro 6. However 20% of major buyers anticipate pulling 2014 sales forward – which could be 

enough to disrupt the CV supply industry. This research also looks at the importance and variety of 

maintenance techniques and the mean levels of break down suffered by fleets of different sizes. 
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